:ain that the time for fulfilment of that boon was drawing nigh. He was transported
» joy at the thought of the Mother of the Worlds being reborn as his own little
ghter! He took great care of his wife; and protected her with tender love, and
i blissful anticipation of the great event which would immortalise his name and
race!
At last arrived the auspicious day and moment; and Parvati was born when the
3n and stars were strong with the aspect of a group of five auspicious planets,
? from malefic influences; Nature thrilled with the joy of her incarnation; and
iy an auspicious sign appeared in the heavens acclaiming the glad event: The
directions filled with surpassing peace; the populace of the worlds were filled
i wondrous content and joy; the apsaras in the heavens danced in great glee
I gaiety; celestial instruments of music blared, trumpeted and chimed to the tune
aandharvas; the devatas showered fragrant flowers with their own hands.
Witnessing these signs, Himavan knew for certain t^at the little baby-girl in his
is was no other than the Mother of the Worlds; and the joy of the parents knew
bounds!
In due course, the baby was christened "PARVATI" - daughter of Parvata or
untain; and she grew up playful and beloved of all the many damsels abiding in
neighbouring hills. The blithe baby was bright and beautiful, slender as the
scent moon. Not for long could her fond mother carry and caress the child, for
idreds of admiring damsels from all the neighbourhood took their turns with her;
i the baby beloved of all, constantly changed from waist to waist like flashes of
lining appearing in different parts of the sky and never always in the same spot!
3 inner quarters of Himavan's Palace were always now crowded with women
)atiently competing with one another for a glimps'e of the beautiful baby. They
ged to caress the child and to hold her close to their bosoms. This scene was
n to that of the sky with the crescent moon surrounded by innumerable stars.
Himavan loved to hold his little daughter on his right thigh, and listen to her
)ing words with a bubbling heart. He longed to look at and admire her elongated
3s shaped like lotus petals; he peeped with awe, into the treasures of the deep
3ths of the dark pools of her smiling eyes - unable to believe his great fortune.
was fascinated by her little curls of hair dancing in the breeze and playing pranks
her smooth and shining forehead resembling the half-moon. The reflection, on
k smooth and mirror-like cheeks, of the chubby little fingers reaching for her fruit-
3 rosy mouth held him spell-bound! Thus passed days and months and the baby
»w up to be the most charmingly beautiful girl in all the world. The parents feasted
sir eyes watching her at play; and their hearts and minds were ever serene.as
)ugh bathed by showers of nectar, their ears were ever full ringing with the
eet words of their daughter. Her complexion competed with the sheen of the blue
us, excelling in its beauty and brightness. Moving about here and there, she vied
h the blue saphire gem in its twinkle and translucence. The scenic beauty of the
s and dales, of peaks and creeks, of rivers and lakes, of melting ice and water-
Is, of pebbles and sand in rivulets, of plants and creepers and trees, of flowers
d fruits, of bees and birds, became enhanced and blessed by her sweet presence
lidst them.

